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“Happy men” said Carlyle, “are full of the present, for its bounty suffices them; and wise 

men also for its duties engage them” If Carlyle be right mankind can never either be happy 

or wise except in the very limited sense that a man may be discontented with his lot and 

burning wit eagerness to do something for human amelioration and yet be so impressed 

with the inevitable necessity of things that failure neither discourages nor success elevates 

him. Such philosophic calm, however, if it is to be distinguished from indifference can only 

be held by a happy and wise man regarding the efficacy of his own work, the vicissitudes of 

his own life, the fate which meets himself at his own end. That interest which we have in 

our fellow men constantly leads us up to break the bounds of the present and to peer into 

the future, to look upon the world as subject to constant progressive change; and our 

experience and reason has taught us to speculate upon the course of that change as being 

subject not to the whim of individuals nor even to the arbitrary and indescribable will of 

Divinity but to a law of growth every stage of which contains in germ the succeeding stage. 

The present is not then the mere institutions, customs, methods of thought, systems of 

belief and economic conditions which make up the world in which one has happened to be 

born; but these, with their promises for the future and with the new life yet dead but 

steadily forming within them. So would we do our duty we must read the signs of the times. 

If the age in which we live is one of historic criticisms, scientific pursuits, races after wealth 

it is not enough that we be able to quote the higher German criticisms, understand the 

arguments of Professor Huxley and make Messrs Rothschilds our models in life. Rather let 

us seek out the places which these interests have in what seems to us to be the ideal end of 

humanity and the relations which they bear to past epochs. 

In a system alone we have knowledge. There must be a more or less complete philosophy 

behind everything we do, if our work is to be effective. We must know not only the 

immediate but the mediate and be able to see more or less clearly the final success to which 

our immediate failures contribute. This attitude of mind - not at all a new one as it is the 

attitude of every devout religionist who ever lived – his now for the first time in our history 

because common to both scientist and religionist. Both now look ahead for the golden age; 

both see the fulfilment of deeds not in the present but in the future; both regards man as a 

passing object whose life is short but whose influence is eternal; both regard the moral 

nature as the (trophy) of a struggle between two elements in man which the materialist 

calls the blind and the enlightened selfishness of human nature and the religious man, the 

flesh and the spirit. And thus do they both create ends which transcend the present, ends to 

which the present moves and in which it fulfils itself. In other words the modern position is 

that of the evolutionist. 

No doubt when you have to deal with an element -man- that has reason and is able to adapt 

means to ends you have often apparent gaps in the slow mechanical operations of a rigid 

unnatural law and indications of an individual independence in shaping the course of 

events. Still, man is not independent of his circumstances or of the forces through which 

and upon which he must work, so that in human history there is no break of that continuity 

which we find in the history of nature. It has been said that the great man is he who best 



interprets the feeling of his time, and certainly no ideal will ever become acceptable to and 

move to action any considerable body of men unless it is a natural outcome of some part of 

other of existing circumstances and thought.  

The end of the nineteenth century is not unique in that it is heavily charged with revolution. 

Indeed if we are to understand the position which we now occupy, we must connect 

ourselves with movements which in their day seemed more revolutionary than any which 

now occupy our attention. To draw lines across the course of evolutionary change and to 

say, here this epoch began and there it ended is impossible, but it is both convenient and 

roughly true to regard the beginning of the modern spirit in the fifteenth century when 

Continental feudalism broke down, when the rise of diplomatic relations between nations 

led to the laying of the foundations of political science, when learning revived and thought 

began to beat against the barriers placed in its way by tradition and authority. The 

development from Luther to Hume was rapid. Individualism in thought and morals was 

established. The rights of man became a philosophy leading to freedom of thought and 

political action on the one hand and to industrialism, and economic slavery and moral 

blindness on the other. In politics and economics Liberalism and the Manchester School 

were founded to break the last fetter of feudalism and give us free trade; in ethics the 

theory of enlightened selfishness and pleasure giving actions interpreted from an 

individualistic standpoint became a gospel; the church had no faith to preach and sank into 

a state of impotence or lived on the blind emotion which fear raised in the ignorant mind. 

The age was mostly critical and destructive and so repulsive to the soul of man seeking 

some strength whereon to lean, some faith whereon to hope that when the Eighteenth 

century spirit did its work and exhausted itself, men looked upon the past in horror and only 

now are we beginning to estimate it fairly and see what good was in it. For after all the 

individual enthusiasts like Rousseau but telescoped the steps of evolution when they talked 

of the milleniums that were to immediately follow on the heels of their political and 

economic reforms. Developments of thought and the intercommunications of peoples burst 

the restraints of Feudalism and led men into commercialism. The first epoch of 

commercialism was necessarily atomic because its first economic problem is how to 

produce wealth and its first political problem how to introduce the moneyed man without 

an ancestry into the circles of social influence. During this epoch the question of wealth 

distribution is overlooked and the evils of poverty and economic slavery which such an 

oversight entails lead to a revolt of sentiment which affects economic and social attitudes. 

Whilst this objective breakdown of individualism is going on, its weakness on the intellectual 

side is also being shown. Hume is succeeded by Kant. The aesthetic part of man’s nature 

revolts against the money-generation, and a Coleridge, Carlyle and Ruskin are born. The 

point is reached when men know that freedom from feudal restraint is not liberty, that the 

people of a rich nation may be poverty stricken, that happy success is more subtle than 

business prosperity, and that a scheme of social organisation that left out of sight the 

demands of the emotions was one which must end in failure. To that point we have now 

come, and we naturally enquire how the times are shaping. 

We make that enquiry not merely because we want to know how the tendency drifts but 

because we feel that we know how it ought to drift and that we may aid it by our ability as 



rational beings to adapt means to ends. The ends which we seek are our ideals, and these 

are no fanciful creation of the imagination but the syntheticall result of our applying our 

moral standards to the world in which we are placed. The ideal of the mind is the natural 

reflex of the experience of the race, and the utopias of the 19th century are as much 

historical realities as the objective world of that century. In our attempts at ideal reform we 

are not then fanciful architects: we are simply endeavouring to give expression to the wants 

which our social system in its entirety has made us feel. Now then, convinced that our ideals 

are expressions of the necessary developments of our present system and contain at least 

some proportion of what is true and permanent in human wellbeing, we may use them 

readily as standards by which to measure the worth of modern movements so that we may 

know what to hope and what to fear from them. 

The first6 thing we notice in any review of modern tendency is the nearly complete 

surrender of tradition to reason which has been accomplished almost within the limits of 

this generation. This is owing to the influence of science particularly since the publication of 

the “Origin of the Species” and popularisation of the historic method of criticism. The final 

triumph of this method is its application to human history and the various attempts that 

have been made to suggest a scientific philosophy of history that shall be as different from 

Hegel’s metaphysical one as Hegel’s was from the preceding theological works. Fact is now 

the great ruler of opinion, and the world in every one of its conditions must bear the test of 

experience. Thus the barriers of a theological and metaphysical age have been removed and 

our only appeal now is to utility. That itself is dangerous as the utilitarian appeal may be 

narrow visioned as it was in the early part of the century and may lead to a soulless 

materialism. But we have evidence that humanity is setting its rudder to steer between this 

Scylla and Charybdis. Science itself through its most high priests is recognising its limitations, 

and whilst it has shattered the limiting prejudices which told man that his social efforts 

were, if not sinful at least worthless, it is recognising that there are mysteries it cannot 

pierce and facts to see which it must go somewhat out of its usual course. 

There is another general observation which forces itself upon us. That is that where the 

spirit shows the finest qualities and where one would look for hopeful energy, they find the 

cloud of pessimism or the unnatural innocence of cynicism and dilettantism. The latter is a 

sickly sigh from the future to the present, the former a faithless moan from the present to 

the future. Nevertheless the age is neither cynical nor pessimist. The grosser stuff in the 

common man reconciles him to life and preserves in him the continuity of the race whilst 

the more sensitive pioneers are walking in the darkness or trying to revel in the lights of 

tallow dips made fantastic by the intervention of coloured screens. We must remember that 

never was there a time when more human action was done or when more men and women 

were engaged in doing it, and when we see genuine pessimism so loveable and human as 

that of Mr. Gissing on the one hand, or the attempts to paint the lily of life made by Mr 

Oscar Wilde on the other, we ought to take that common cry that life is a failure to mean 

that humanity is entering another spring time when being will be richer than it has been 

hitherto. 



When we ask ourselves definitely why we are discontent we can return a tolerably definite 

answer “Progress”, we say “has not brought the gains which it ought to have done. It has 

created desires and has given no means of satisfying them. Whilst the problem of how to 

produce wealth has been solved, that of how to distribute wealth has been untouched. Our 

scientific knowledge and social experience have revealed the richness of a life which 

environment makes impossible, and whilst our spirit thirsts for freedom and simplicity and 

reality, living has become a codified process in which individuality has little or no scope, and 

which is conventional and artificial. There is a broad gulf between the worlds of the mind 

and of the body, of the sympathy and the experience. For ourselves and for others we want 

a simpler and truer life, a standard of success which shall be human, and the possibility of an 

identity between inward thought and outward life” 

In an enquiry as to whether we are approaching or receding from this ideal we naturally 

turn first of all that side of human interest where the moral centre is, to the beliefs which 

men hold with regard to the authority which imposes duty on them. At the present moment 

we find these beliefs in a somewhat chaotic condition. They are involved in ruins of the 

theologies overthrown by science and fallen by their own moral weaknesses. Yet here and 

there cosmos appears, and even though there may be no peace where they may rest their 

feet, the spirits of love and of duty brood over the world. If the throne of God be empty or if 

a cloud should hide it from us, man still worships the mysterious strength which surrounds 

him; if the Decalogue be hurled from its sacred place man still knows that he is part of 

humanity and feels the outrage of sin and the reward of well doing on his nature; if creeds 

have died the sense of justice and the love of truth remain. Indeed it may fairly well be 

claimed that the ruin of theology has but increased the strength of the spirit which it 

embodied, and that religion from being a mere formalism of conduct has become a real 

sense of relationship with everything from the lowest to the highest and a permanent 

attitude of mind. The reasons for our religion may not now come so pat on our tongue as 

when we held to theological systems, but instead of trusting to formulae we have learned to 

depend upon experience. Christians are beginning to go back to Christ for their example and 

are following his acts rather than his words whilst seeking salvation. And even those who 

are outside the pale of the churches are turning from the criticisms and iconoclasms which 

satisfy not but through which men had to pass to rid themselves of formalism of the religion 

which was preached half a century ago. I do not know if at any time since the first 

enthusiasm for Christianity wore away has Christ been so much to men as he is at the 

present moment. The power of the church has been greater; her curses have been more 

dreaded and her blessings more prized. But that life of simple faith, of childlike love, of 

unconsciousness of the world, never so powerfully appealed to men as it does now. Religion 

is becoming a service, and instead of laughing at emotion and sentiment, and passing by the 

impulse of sacrifice as a foolish as a foolish desire men are beginning to realise that to stifle 

the higher and gentler notes of life is to its harmony and fill it with discords. 

If we turn now to consider what changes are coming over our conceptions of social 

relationships I think the outlook is equally hopeful. We look back on a time when fear alone 

restrained man from evil and now we must admit that the moral sense is daily becoming 

more powerful in leading men to do what is right. At the same time the horizon of duty has 



widened. Selfishness of the grosser kind has long been condemned, but duty has rested, 

confined by the family circle. Now, men are beginning to see that their duty id to the state 

and to humanity, and the widening of the view has given fresh enthusiasm and purer 

devotion. The state no longer confounded with the government and no longer regarded as a 

coercive force which by a painful necessity must control the actions of fallen man, is seen to 

be the only condition of freedom and the only medium in which a good life can be lived. It is 

a moral not a political institution. So what glory the pulpit has lost, the genuine statesman 

has won. If we have given up in despair the teaching of morals by propounding certain 

theories of right and wrong, and if our own moral sense forbids us using men’s fears to 

induce them to lead a moral conduct, it is only that we may the more heartily work for the 

common good so that moral conduct may be induced or at least be made easy by social 

circumstances. This it seems to me is involved in the philosophic conception of the state 

which is now commonly held and which is tacitly assumed as the basis of every defence 

offered for modern socialism. State-craft, then, which has been in the hands of kings as part 

of military art; in the hands of churchmen used for ecclesiastical purposes; in the hands of 

merchants as an ally in their commercial enterprises, is now in the hands of the democracy 

and is to be used for moral advancement. The democracy has no menaced interests to 

protect. With its advent the problem of “In whose hands does the sovereignty rest” is solved 

and the more difficult one of “What is the sphere of the state” is raised. Now this latter is a 

question of social well-being and in the solution of it, men’s social sympathies will be 

quickened and developed. 

When we examine conduct critically it may be that this tendency toward a spiritual life is 

less distinctly marked than when we ponder over the present position of religion and social 

relationships in the quiet of the study. But even then we may notice the trend of the 

current. The ethical aspect of every human interest is being emphasised and we refuse in 

the discussion of any branch of social science to overlook as an element or as a standard of 

criticism our ideals of social justice. It is only necessary to refer to the change in the 

definition and aim of political economy from the days of Adam Smith, or even within the last 

twenty years, to illustrate my contention. In politics too we see the change brought about 

by the new radical synthesis and for the first time these many years may we hope to see our 

religious faiths take shape in our political work. The rise of the Labour Party marks a definite 

attempt to improve the social condition of the people, to give them more freedom and 

consequently to give them new interests and to enrich their lives; and although we must 

confess that the modern philanthropist is but an inferior creature in many important 

respects, nevertheless there is a distinct tendency to discount wealth-possessing 

qualifications and to measure a man by his worth, by his powers, by his honesty even if his 

opinions may seem to be mistaken, rather than by the accidents of his birth or his good 

fortune in inheritance. The esteem of wealth, the power of the aristocracy, the authority of 

social conventionality reached their zenith twenty years ago. 

Further and greater efforts are being made to solve the capital and labour question and 

together the chosen method is co-operation, profit-sharing, or socialism if it is recognised 

that the wealth produced ought to be more equitably distributed. 



On the other hand we have corrected many mistakes as to the meaning of freedom, the 

moral efficiency of political power, the training of character, the scope and methods of 

education, and if progress be slow and individuals disappointing it is impossible to believe 

that all our experience is to go for naught, and that the indisputably healthier tone of public 

opinion and higher ethical potentiality of our own beliefs is not to produce more righteous 

lives. 

But if we want a sign which is at once a contrast with the past and a happy promise of the 

future we have it in the new position into which women are moving. In the home she is 

becoming a more active force and the meaningless prejudices which regarded her as man’s 

servant and inferior and forbade a free comradeship between the sexes are being rapidly 

overcome. Her sympathetic instincts will shortly blend with man’s stronger will in affairs of 

state and her experience will more generally be sought by man to help him in his work. Her 

practical straightforwardness aided by a wider experience and better training than she now 

has will help us greatly in our efforts to identify inward thought with our outward life. The 

now ineffective idealism of men may then be turned to a practical use, and an educated 

womanhood will help to realise in the world the ideas in the extravagant images of which 

they are not permitted by their nature to revel. If there were no other indication of a 

movement in the direction of a life of simple happiness, of rich experience and of moral 

worth, it is sufficient for me to know of new attitude which is being assumed in the 

relationship of men and women. 

But we err if we regard the impending choice as the product of an intellectual and aesthetic 

revolt. Grimly staring us in the face is the decadence of British commerce. It cannot be kept 

up. A European peace means that English foreign trade diminishes, and if this country is to 

produce for its home market alone whatever changes may then be made one at least is 

certain that there will be no South Kensingtons and that the average comfort of the people 

will be higher because the power of capital will be diminished. 

We need neither fear for art nor religion in these days. The quiet ease and naturalness 

which produces the former the community of interests and the cooperation in work which 

vitalises the latter will then exist as they do not exist today. It is now impossible for us to be 

so simple as to lose art in asceticism or the love of the beautiful n the humility of our lives. 

Mere decoration and show will be gone, but the chastity and the simplicity of all true 

representations of our sense of beauty can never be wanting from the art of a natural and 

free people. Above all as the grosser cares of the world ceased to trouble us do faith and 

human love take possession of us, and when the scramble of living is no more known may 

we enter that close communion with nature and men which is real religion. 

In this disruption of faith, in this decadence of commerce, in this political chaos, in this birth 

of new social faiths and espousals of new social factors there seems to be nothing to fear. 

Indeed top those of us who are sick of the tinsel of the rich and loathe artificialities of 

society, who long for simplicity and freedom, and look eagerly for the time when we may 

live as we think, the modern chaos is a hopeful thing. It is the breakdown of insincerity, the 

demonstration that injustice must in practice fail, the augury of the triumph of moral ideas 

over the temporary gains of worldly expediencies; and even should the crooked ways of this 



generation seem to us to tell of a long postponement of the final success of our faiths, yet 

these breakdowns of what was so mighty should strengthen us in the trust that if wisdom 

will not be taken by man as his guide, dire necessity will compel him to walk in the ways of 

truth.         

     

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 


